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Hi DiNAs and welcome to the latest in a series of weekly blogs about things DNA while we 
are in lockdown. 

Updates to What Are the Odds – (WATO) 

Jonny Perl has put in a huge effort over the past couple of years with a group of DNA 
apps collectively known as DNA Painter.  One of them is What Are The Odds which has been 
abbreviated to WATO. 

WATO is a tool that lets us place a target – either yourself or another – into a family tree 
and provides us with hypotheses determining the best location within that tree based on 
the amount of centiMorgans (cM) the target shares with others. 

Dr. Leah Larkin, aka the DNAGeek, provides us with an example1: 

A Simple Example 

“I centiMorgan amounts to the people who have tested (Dan, 

Jessie, and Michelle), and then place hypotheses where I think Julia 
might fit.  WATO automatically figures out which hypotheses don't 
work (e.g., Julia can't be Dan's granddaughter [with a Score of 0]), 
and which are most probable.  In this case, WATO is telling us that 
it's 111 times more likely that Julia is Dan's half-sister than his 
niece.” 

Changes to WATO 

Within the past couple of weeks, WATO has seen some changes made.  We can now 
upload one of our GEDcom files (stands for GEnealogical Data COMmunication, or a family 
tree file).  We then choose a person or common ancestor(s) for whom we want to show 
descendants, and WATO builds that tree for us. 

                                                      
1
 https://thednageek.com/a-major-update-to-what-are-the-odds/ 

https://thednageek.com/a-major-update-to-what-are-the-odds/
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Hovering over the name gives us a pop-up menu whereby you can enter the cMs if the 
person is a match, change or add the person’s information such as spouse name, date of 

birth and death, gender and whether the person is someone’s child.  You can use shared 
DNA amounts from any of the testing companies. 

WATO can now suggest hypotheses.  Be careful when you do this as some of hypotheses 
can never be accurate (you may find that a suggested person is too young or too old) and 
it’s best to delete them. 

The cM amount has been reduced.  Previously the minimum was 40cM, but now we are 
able to use smaller match sizes down to 6cM – which is a boon for those of us not living in 
the USA that don’t have their wealth of close matches. 

Further Information 

There are a number of videos and blogs available. 

Blog:  Family History Fanatics: Are you using the What Are The Odds tool on DNA 
Painter? 

ISOGG: DNA Painter From ISOGG Wiki which includes further reading and viewing 
FAQ:  from the Help page of DNA Painter is a list of WATO FAQ along with answers 

and a video by Dr. Leah Larkin. 
Facebook: WATO Facebook page 
Webinar: by Jonny Perl at Legacy Family Webinars 

Video:  the DNAGeek discusses WATO in Introduction to What Are the Odds 

Video:   Lecture by Andrew Millard 
Video:   Tutorial by Andy Lee 
Video:   Tutorial by Jarrett Ross 

  

https://blog.familyhistoryfanatics.com/what-are-the-odds-dna/
https://blog.familyhistoryfanatics.com/what-are-the-odds-dna/
https://isogg.org/wiki/DNA_Painter
https://dnapainter.com/help/wato-faq
https://www.facebook.com/groups/WhatAretheOdds/
https://familytreewebinars.com/download.php?webinar_id=1288
https://www.rootstech.org/video/introduction-to-what-are-the-odds?fbclid=IwAR0g5mTFfcV7qO9FYi8hj71HRS4orRaW_nt_HEoqKwQMfY1wv9H60Ouwc5A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zf-Zeid6L2Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFHLBBZbCWc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ppQfwZHHqNk
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And speaking of WATO, Christine Woodlands from the Sydney-based 
Society of Australian Genealogists (SAG) will be giving us a couple of 
webinars over two days in July about DNA Painter and WATO.   

With the current COVID-19 restrictions in place, Christine will be joining 
us via “Zoom” from her home in Sydney. 

Session 1:  Saturday 18 July between 2pm and 4.30pm  
Subject: Chromosome Mapping and DNAPainter for Beginners  
In this session:- 
• You’ll see how to start a free account at DNAPainter.com. 
• You’ll be introduced to chromosome mapping and “painting” your DNA matches. 
• We’ll look at the other tools offered by DNAPainter.com including “What Are The 

Odds” (WATO). 

After the session, participants will have enough information to start their own account 
and attempt a simple WATO tree prior to Monday’s session. 

Session 2: Monday 20 July between 2pm and 4.30pm. 
Subject:  The power of WATO in solving your “DNA dilemmas” 
In this session:- 
• This is a more advanced session. “What are the Odds” is part of the suite of tools 

offered by DNAPainter.  
• We’ll start by reviewing the simple tree (home exercise) you’ve developed and work 

from there.  
• We’ll cover the latest developments for WATO with the beta version 2 that’s now 

available to subscribers. 

There’ll be plenty of time for questions and even a short break during each session.   

As well, useful handouts will be available for both sessions. 

I will send those wishing to attend the details of the Zoom link closer to the time. 

The Zoom app is a free download and if you would like to join in, I recommend you 
download it to your computer prior to the first day. 

 

 

Stay Safe 


